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Abstract 
A steady-state flow of a single-phase and incompressible fluid across a singu-
larity is studied. Basedonthese theoretical considerations new approximation 
methods for the pressure gradient term in the SIMMER-II momentum equations 
are proposed which give a satisfactory pressure change in flows across singula-
rities. 
The expansion phase experiments with a dipplate performed by SRI-Interna-
tional are evaluated to examine the quality ofthe proposed approximation 
schemes. 
Analyse von Experimenten zur Expansionsphase mit verbesserten Approxima-
tions-V erfahren 
Zusammenfassung 
Es werden stationäre einphasige und inkompressible Strömungen durch abrupte 
Querschnittsänderungen untersucht. Anhand dieser theoretischen Untersuchun-
gen werden geeignete Approximationsmethoden des Vol umenan tei les im Druck-
gradiententerm in den SIMMER-II Impulsgleichungen angegeben, die zufrieden-
stellende Druckverläufe in Strömungen durch abrupte Querschnittsänderungen 
liefern. 
Expansionsexperimente mit einer Tauch platte, die bei SRI-International durch-
geführt wurden, werden nachgerechnet, um die neuen Verfahren zu testen. 
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The SIMMER-II discretization ofthe momentum equations is responsible for 
many problems encountered in calculations offlows through singularities. For 
example the equations violate the hydrostatic laws and yield too low mass flow 
rates in the presence of area changes. This insufficiency of the SIMMER-II code 
was observed in former SIMMER-II calculations ofthe SNR-type Expansion 
Phase Experiments with a perforated dipplate. In order to circumvent these 
difficulties the area ratio ofthe dipplate had tobe artificially increased /5/. 
In ordertoset up an improved form ofthe momentum difference equations, which 
give a good representation ofthe flow across abrupt area changes, the steady-
state flow of a single-phase and incompressible fluid is studied. 
In the first part ofthis report new approximation schemes are proposed and com-
pared with the momentum equations used in the original SIMMER-II code. 
In the second part ofthis paper the experiments performed by SRI-International 
in close cooperation with the Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe are evaluated 
using the corrected and the original SIMMER-II.lO code, and those calculational 
results are compared with the experimental data. This series of experimentswas 
performed in order to simulate the post-disassembly expansion phase in a 1/20-
scale model ofthe SNR-300 reactor vessel and to obtain data for the test and the 
validation ofthe SIMMER-II code. 
It is demonstrated that the improved formulation ofthe momentum difference 
equation gives a much better agreement with the experiments without the 
necessity to increase the area ratio ofthe dipplate in an artificial way as in /5/. 
1. Flow through sudden expansions and contractions 
1.1 General considerations for sudden expansions and contractions 
In this chapter the behaviour of the steady-state flow of a single-phase and 
incompressible fluid across a singularity is analyzed. 
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1.1.1 Sudden expansion 
First we want to calculate the pressure change caused by a sudden expansion 






Fig. 1. Sudden expansion 
In the following the viscous effects are assumed tobe negligible. In this case the 
momentum equation has the form 
Z2 Z2 
J az(A(z)p < v2 > )dz + J A(z)az < p > dz = 0 
Zl Zl 
where 
<f> = 1 J fdA is the area-averaged quantity f, 
AA 
v is the velocity, 
p the microscopic densi ty and 
p is the pressure. 
(1) 
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The cross-section in Fig. 1 can be written as 
with 
{ 
0 for z < z0 
8(z-zo) = 
1 for z > z0 
(2) 
(3) 
Integration by parts ofthe second term ofEq. (1) leads to the following expression: 
Z2 Z2 
I A(z)az<p>dz = <p> [A1 + (A2-A 1)8(z-z0) J 
Zl ZJ 
Z2 
-I <p>(A2-A 1)o(z-z0)dz = A2 <p> 2 -A 1 <p> 1 - <p> 0(A2-A 1). (4) 
ZJ 
In order to derive an expression for the pressure difference 
(5) 
from equation (4) we have to make an assumption about the pressure at the point 
Zo. It is reasonable to make the approximation (see for example /2/) 
<p>o = <p> 1 (6) 
Consequently, we obtain from equations (1), (4) and (6) 
(7) 




Ifwe assume that the velocity profile is flat, we have 
( 10) 
4 
and finally we abtain fram equatians (7)- (10) 
~p 
2 
p <v > 1 (-r-1) . 
I 
(11) 
Applying the Bernaulli equatian alang the streamline between paints Zl and zz 
we have 
~p (12) 
This equatian describes the reversible pressure increase in a sudden expansian. 
The fallawing table (Tab. 1) shaws the data far the relative pressure rise ~ at a 
sudden expansian abtained fram experiment/11 and thase calculated fram 
equatians (11) and (12): 
~exp ~mom ~Ber 
0.71 -0.33 -0.41 -0.49 
0.48 -0.42 -0.499 -0.77 
0.348 -0.45 -0.45 -0.88 
0.155 -0.24 -0.26 -0.98 
0.108 -0.18 -0.19 -0.99 
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This comparison shows that the pressure change calculated from the momentum 
equation agrees very well with the experimental data. This factjustifies the 
assumption (6). For 1:--.0 the results obtained by the Bernoulli equation become 
worse. 
1.1.2 Sudden contraction 
Let us now consider a sudden contraction as shown in Fig. 2. 
z, 
Fig. 2. Sudden contraction 
In order to derive a formula for the pressure drop from the momentum equation, 
Eq. (1), we have to make an assumption about the pressure at the point z0 • As 
stated in /2/ we set 
<p>l. (15) 
6 
This approximation leads to 
ßp 
I1mom: = ----= 2(1- 1(L). 
t p<v> 2 
2 
On the other hand the Bernoulli equation gives the following expression 
ßp 
n · - ----= 1- 1fT:Z . ·lßer ' -




The comparison with the experimental data /3/ given in Table 2 shows that the 
approximation (15) is not very good, especially for 111:--.0, and that 
(18) 
111: I1exp I1mom I}Ber 
0.828 0.35 0.34 0.31 
0.504 0.98 0.99 0.75 
0.25 1.3 1.5 0.94 
0.1089 1.41 1.78 0.99 
0.04 1.45 1.92 1.0 
0.01 1.46 1.98 1.0 
0 1.47 2.0 1.0 
Tab. 2. Camparisan of calculated and measured pressure drop 
1.2 Difference equations ofthe pressure changes for sudden expansions and 
contractions 
In this section expressions for the pressure difference of singulari ties are deri ved. 










txl,j ; pj 
. 
J 
Fig. 3. Grid forasudden expansion 
7 
V J+ 1,12 
(X L,j+1; PJ+1 
j + 1 
ßZ j• 1 
The variable cross-sectional area is replaced by the liquid volume fraction OL. 
The formalism used in /4/ leads to the following momentum and continuity 
difference equations. 
< pv>j + 112- < pv >j-112 = 0 
where we have 
(19) 
(20) 
p = paL and (21) 
<pv2 >j: = v j t [ (1+sgnvj) (pv)j-1/2 + {1-sgnvj) (pv)j+ 112], (22) 
< pv > j + 1/2: = Vj + 112 · t [ (1 + sgnvj + 112) Pj + (1-sgnvj + 112) Pj + 1 J (23) 
and 
(24) 
For the sake of simplicity, we want to consider a uniform grid, i.e. UZj = 6.zj + 1 for 




Additionally, we assume that 
vj+l/2 > 0 for all J. (27) 








J "J· ( 1 + t) - 2 (32) 
QLj-1/2 
and 
~j+l(aLj-112) = ~j(aLj-112) + 2t2-t(1+t)2, (33) 
and -c denotes 
"(: = (34) 
From equations (32) and (33) we deduce: 
1. forasudden expansion 1: < 1 there is 
Pi+l >Pi; 
2. forasudden contraction 1: > 1 
Pj+l <Pi; 
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3. the calculated pressure difference depends on the approximation ofaLj-l/2 
which is equivalent to the assumption about the pressure at the point j-112 
as it can be shown from Eq. (4). 
In the case ofthe sudden expansion Fig. 3, equation (15) implies 
(35) 
and we have 
(36) 




The pressure ch~nge D.pj + 1 (Eq. (29)) calculated from the difference momentum 
equation, Eq. (19) and Eq. (36), is exactly the same as the one derived theoreti-
cally in Eq. (11). Because of 
(39) 
we get a pressure drop pi < pi-1 instead of a pressure rise. 
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In the SIMMER-II code the approximation 
is used which is equivalent to the assuniption Pj-1/2 = Pj and we obtain 









Finally the approximation consistent with the averaging of the densities Eq. (26) 
is considered, i.e. 
(43) 
This approximation implies that the difference momentum equation does not 
violate the hydrostatic law in the presence ofarea changes which is the case for 
the other approximations considered. The functions ~ are given by 
A (t-1)2 
~j(OL) = -' 
t+1 
A t-1 
~j + 1 (aLl = -!- (3t2 + 6t-1) . 
t+1 
Let us now consider a sudden contraction as shown in Fig. 4, i.e. t > 1. The 
pressure drop is scaled with the downstream kinetic energy, i.e. 
2 
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Fig. 4. Grid forasudden contraction 
CXL,JipJ 
j 
V j+ 1;2 
cx l, J+ 1 i p j+ 1 
j + 1 
It is easy to calculate the functions I1 from ~ using the equation ofmass 
conservation, Eq. (20). Consequently we have 
for the assumption 
or, equivalently, 






As mentioned above SIMMER-II makes use of approximation (50). 
For Pj-1/2 = Pi' i.e. : aLj-1/2 = max (aLj-1' aL) = aLj-1' 
we obtain 
and 
11/ULj- 1) = t 1/t: (1-lft)
2 
I1i+ 1(aLj- 1) = t(l-111
2)(3-lh:). 
The averaging method (43) implies 
A 1-1/t: 
11·(a ) = 111--
J L 1 + 111 
1-1/t 
ll.j+ I(aJ = ----- (611 -1112 + 3). 





1.3 Discussion of the results for the pressure changes in sudden expansions and 
contractions 
The subsequent figures show the results for the pressure difference obtained by 
the analytical solution ofthe momentum and energy equations (Section 1.1) and 
the pressure difference calculated from the difference momentum equation (Sec-
tion 1.2). The pressure loss coefficient related to the second mesh ofa sudden ex-
pansion (Fig. 3) for various approximations ofthe volume fraction in the pressure 
gradient term is depicted in Fig. 5. 
Allapproximations different from Eq. (36) lead to a pressure drop for 1 < 1kr 
instead of a pressure rise. The approximations (36) reproduces the analytical 
solution ofthe momentum equation. Tab. 1 shows that the agreement between 
this analytical solution and the experiment is reasonably good. 
In the first mesh of a sudden expansion (Fig. 6) a pressure drop instead of a 
pressure rise is obtained for all approximations of a. The SIMMER-II approxi-
mation becomes progessively worse as 1 ..... 0. 
In the case of a sudden contraction Fig. 4 the results of a pressure loss coefficient 
related to the second mesh are shown in Fig. 7. The approximation (40) used in 
13 
SIMMER-II leads to the same pressure drop as given by theoretical considera-
tions (Eq. (16) ). The assumption 
Pj-112 = Pj-1 
which leads to the approximation considered is not satisfactory. The theoretical 
values ofthe pressure change are overestimated in comparison with the experi-
ment. The best agreement with the experimental data is achieved by the approxi-
mation (36) and (43). 
The pressure loss coefficient related to the first mesh (Fig. 8) is too small for all 
the approximations considered. The averaging method and the approximation 
(36) give a vanishing pressure difference for smalllh::. 
In those cases where the effect ofthe hydrostatic pressure is negligible the appro-
ximation given in Eq. (36) yields the best results and should therefore be used. 




Fig. 5. Pressure loss coefficient ~+ 1 
~ + 1 (aJ corresponds to the averaging method (Eq. 43); 
~j + 1 (aL) corresponds to Eq. (36); 




Fig. 6. Pressure loss coefficient ( 
J 
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~ (aJ corresponds to the averaging method (Eq. 43); 
~j (aL) corresponds to Eq. (36); 
~mom corresponds to the analytical solution (Eq. 13). 
16 
Tl j + 1 o Experimental v alues for Re -10
5 
[ 3 I 
OL--------------L--------------~--------~ 
1/T 0.5 
Fig. 7. Pressure lass coefficien t IJ.i + 1 
IJ.i+ 1 (a~) corresponds to the averaging method (Eq. 43); 
Ilj+ 1 (aLj) corresponds to Eq. (36); 
Ilj+ 1 (aL) corresponds to the SIMMER-II solution. 
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o Experimental values for Re -105 [ 3] 
0.5 1/1' 
Fig. 8. Pressure loss coefficient I1j in the first mesh of a sudden contraction 
I1j (aJ corresponds to the averaging method (Eq. 43); 
I1i (aLj) corresponds to Eq. (36); 
I1mom corresponds to the analytical solution (Eq. 16); 
I1/a1) corresponds to the SIMMER-II solution. 
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2. Analysis ofthe post-disassembly expansion phase experiments 
2.1 Description ofthe SRI-experiments 
In order to simulate the post-disassembly expansion phase in a 1120-scale model of 
the SNR-300 reactor vessel a series of experiments were performed by SRI-
International /6/ in close cooperation with KfK. The purpose ofthisexperimental 
program was to study the physical phenomena and to obtain data for the test and 
the validation ofthe SIMMER-II code. A detailed description ofthese experiments 
as well as an analysis ofthe SIMMER-II.9 computational results are given in /5/. 
The basic model with a dipplate is shown in Fig. 9. 
F=-- over es r01nmg 0 R t R d 
I I 33.00 cm 
/nner Cover 
r I ~ Out er Cover 
P1o p11 P1z p13 
'--- '----
Oipplate Air 
and Support- -- = F= ~Water Structure 
~ - I---L- -~ c- ---- ------- _ _J __ j ___ L -r:=- r-- Acrylic Vessel b- ------ ---------------, I I I ~ Acrylic Shield 
I j I L- 1-f--a- ------ ------ri'" - ----.--- - ... Tank 









I Lower Core I I 
I I Pressure Source 
I I 
,--j L--1 
1- l L ______ !L _____ J 
Fig. 9. Geometry of the 1/20-scale model 
The internal structures and pressure sources used in experiments SNR05 through 
SNR08, which are considered in this paper, are shown in the following table (Tab. 
3). Experiments SNR06 and SNR08 are repeats of experiments SNR05 and 
SNR07. 
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Experiment Upper core Upper Dipplate Initial 
number structure Interna! (% open) pressure 
structure (MPa) 
SNR05 No No Yes (20) 2.14 
SNR06 No No Yes (20) 2.14 
SNR07 No No Yes (20) 10.0 
SNR08 No No Yes (20) 10.0 
Tab. 3. Matrix ofthe experiments 
The dipplate with a nominal porosity of20% consists of966 flow holes with a 
diameter of 0.345 cm. The virtual area ratio of this perforated plate is equal to 
32% (see /6/). 
Both nitrogen pressure sources 2.14 MPa and 10 MPa with volumes 732 cm3 and 
11,307 cm3, resp., have different pressure decay characteristics. The 2.14 MPa 
source simulates a slow pressure decrease and the 10 MPa pressure source a 
strong decay ofpressure during the expansion. It is worth mentioning that the 
adiabatic expansion work ofboth pressure sources to the gas volume of the vessel 
(8000 cm3) is the same, i.e. 11.49 kJ. 
2.2 Computational model ofthe experimental set-up 
All calculations are performed with the version 10 of the SIMMER-II code. This 
means that the input data set used in /5/ for version 9 has tobe adapted properly. 
The two-dimensional cylindrical geometry with azimutal symmetry is used to 









Si iding Doors ( N2 at 0.1 M Pa) 
Fig. 10. Calculation model ofthe experimental apparatus 
The neighbourhood ofthe dipplate is represented by a non-uniform grid. In the 
region just below (above) the perforated plate the grid step size varies by a factor 
2.4 (2.8). This rather large changes in the grid step size can cause an unacceptable 
discretization error in the important flow regime where pressure changes across 
the singularities are calculated. In order to avoid this error the non-uniform part 
ofthe original grid is replaced by a uniform grid. The transition from this uniform 
subgrid to the coarser part of the calculation grid is achieved far a way from the 
region ofinterest with a maximal change in the step size by a factor 1.8 (see 
Appendix 1). 
2.3 Model ofthe dipplate 
The theoretical results presented in the previous sections show why the porosity of 
the dipplate had tobe increased in order to give correct mass flow rates in the 
original SIMMER-II calculations. In order to emphasize this point, the pressure 
loss coefficient ~ for a perforated plate with porosity 1p is derived in the following 
using the results of section 1.2. 
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The SIMMER-II momentum equations lead to the following expression for ~ 
~SIM = 
2 
(-3Tp + 2Tp + 1) (55) 
which is easily obtained from Eq. (42) and Eq. (49). 
For the approximation (43) (averaging ofthe volume fractions in the pressure 
gradient term) we get from Eq. (45) and Eq. (54) 
(56) 




-- (-Tp2 - 2Tp + 3). 
2 •) 1 ~ p 
(57) 
For the dipplate with the virtual porosity Tp = 0.32 as used in the experiments 
SNR05 through SNR08 the pressurelass coefficients are given in Tab. 4 for the 
various approximation schemes. 
~SIM ~:\lax 
0.32 13.8 9.0 7.5 
Tab. 4. Calculated pressurelass coefficients 
Idelchik 17 I gives ~ = 9.9 for the perforated thick plate of the experiments. The 
arguments given abovejustify the hope that the improved momentum equations 
will yield a good agreement between the experimental data and the computatio-
nal results without increasing the porosity as it is necessary in calculations with 
the original SIMMER-II version in order to decrease the resistance coefficient. 
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3. Computational Results 
3.1 General considerations 
In the previous sections two approximation schemes to improve the modeHing of 
the flow across singularities, i.e. abrupt area ratio changes, have been discussed. 
The approximation given in Eq. (36) leads tothebest results for the pressure rise 
in a sudden expansion ofthe steady-state flow of a single-phase and incom-
pressible fluid. The disadvantage ofthis method is a violation ofthe hydrostatic 
laws. Ifthis scheme is implemented in the SIMMER-II code which is designed for 
two-phase flow, Eq. (36) cannot be fulfilled for both phases simultanousely. The 
second approximation scheme described by Eq. (43) removes all these disadvan-
tages but it doesn't give such a good representation ofthe pressure in a sudden 
expansion. Because ofthe fact that the approximation (43) treats both phases 
symmetrically, which is important for the two-phase flow and the conservation of 
the hydrostatic laws, this approximation scheme is preferable for our purpose. The 
experiments SNR05-SNR06 are calculated with both approximation methods, 
whereas the experiments SNR07-SNR08 are only analysed with the approxima-
tion described by Eq. (43). Additionally, the SNR05-SNR06 experiments are 
calculated with a coarser subgrid in the region below the dipplate. For all 
calculations which were performed in this report with the originalSIMMER code, 
the actual value ofthe porosity was used in cantrast to /5/ where the porosity had 
tobe artificially increased in order to get a satisfactory agreement with the 
experimental results. 
3.2 Impacttimesand pressure 
The time ofimpact for the experiments 6 and 8 is determined by the pressure 
peaks ofthe pressure curves Fig. 11-14 for the central transducer (P12 in Fig. 9). 
The results for the experiments and calculations are given in the following table 
(Tab. 5). 
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Impact time (ms) / 
/ Impactpressure (MPa) 
Version of Calculation Calculation .:VIeasurement Measurement 
approximation of of S~R06 SNR08 
SNR05-SNR06 S~R07-S::--;R08 
SIMMER-II 7~ ~ 
6.58 3.86 
4.5 3.62 
Averaging: 7.~ 4/< based on Eq. (43) 5.76 4.47 
Maximum: 
6/< /-based on Eq. (36) 6.42 9.6 20 
Tab. 5. Impacttimesand pressures 
Pressure measurements were claimed /6/ tobe accurate within _±3% for the 
maximum values. The errors obtained considering repeatability* were conside-
rably higher (.±. 13%). Impact times were resolved to 0.01 ms. 
*Repeatibility was defined as the relative deviation ofvariables in trial and 
repeat. For experiments 5&6 no such comparison was possible because the top 
pressure transducers were not mounted in 5. 
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Fig. 12. Pressure at position P12 (see Fig. 9) 
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0.0 J,O 2.0 3.0 Q,O 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
Fig. 13. Pressure at position P12 (CGR-result for the coarser subgrid) 
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Fig. 14. Pressure at position P12 
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For the SNR05-SNR06 experiments the calculated amplitudes ofthe pressure 
peaks at the slug impact are lower than those obtained by the measurements. The 
results determined with the approximation scheme based on Eq. (43) are lower by 
a factor of 1.6. The factor 1.5 follows from the approximation (36). SIMMER-II 
leads to a pressure peak which is even 2.1 times lower. The calculated impact 
times show some delay in comparison with the experimental data: about 7% for 
the approximation schemes considered and 11% for the original SIMMER-II re-
sults. As it is shown in Fig. 13 the time ofslug impact depends strongly on the 
grid. The coarse subgrid below the dipplate, as used in former calculations /5/, 
yielded an earlier slug impact than the measurement. The pressure peak is 
smeared out to a wide time interval. This fact caused a much lower impact 
pressure amplitude (factor 5) than measured. 
The pressure at the central position P1 in the pressure source, which describes the 
decay characteristics ofthe pressure source, is weil reproduced as it is shown in 
Fig. 15-16. The reason for the lower initial pressure (about 9 MPa instead of 10 
MPa) for the high pressure source isthat some gaswas leaking out before the 
sliding doors were opened. SIMM:ER-II and the improved momentum equations 
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Fig. 15. Pressure at position P1 
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Fig. 16. Pressure at position P1 
3.3 Kinetic energy 
As stated in /5/ it is difficult to estimate the uncertainties in the experimental 
values ofthe kinetic energy. The uncertainty in the displaced volumes caused an 
error of about ± 40% in the kinetic energy. In Fig. 17-20 the kinetic energy is 
shown as a function oftime. For the experiments 5&6 the computational results 
lie in the uncertainty range ofthe experimental values ofthe kinetic energy. For 
the later time the development of the kinetic energy is different for all approxi-
mation schemes, because the pressure loss coefficient ~ depends on the approxima-
tion scheme (section 5.1). The coarse non-uniform subgrid influences also the 
coefficient ~. ~ is lowered because the kinetic energy is increased (Fig. 19). 
In the case of experiments 7 &8 the calculated kinetic energies deviate more from 
the experimental values than predicted by the estimated error of 40%. The reason 
for the overprediction could be that the vorticity cannot be modeled in SIMMER-
ll. 
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Fig. 17. Kinetic energy of the liquid 
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Fig. 18. Kinetic energy ofthe liquid 
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3.4 Displaced volumes 
The displaced volumes in the experiments are derived from the digitized move-
ment ofthe neutral density beads with an accuracy of about ± 10%. The volume 
calculated from the SIM:M.ER-II results are based on the gas volume ofthe expan-
ding bubble. The displaced volumes are compared with each other in Fig. 21-22. 
The computational results underpredict the displaced volumes in the case of expe-






Fig. 21. Displaced water volume 
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The approximation ofthe volume fraction in the pressure gradient term used in 
the original SIMMER-II code leads to unacceptable results for the pressure 
change in the presence of a sudden expansion for a wide range of area ratios. This 
error is responsible for too low mass flow rates through an area change in 
SIMMER-II calculations. The proposed approximations ofthe pressure gradient 
term based on theoretical considerations remove these difficulties and give a 
satisfactory pressure rise in a sudden expansion. Therefore they have been im-
plemented in the SIM:MER-II code. 
The pressure drop predicted from the SIMMER-II momentum equation is too high 
in comparison with the experimental data in the case ofa sudden contraction. The 
pressure difference calculated for the proposed approximation schemes are in a 
better agreement with experiment than the results ofthe original SIM:MER-II 
code. 
32 
The SNR-300 type expansion phase experiments with a dipplate are used to 
examine the proposed approximation schemes. The porosity ofthe dipplate is not 
increased as it was the case in former SIMMER-II calculations. The results ob-
tained with the proposed approximation schemes are comparable with the 
SIMMER-II results ifthe porosity ofthe plate is increased artificially to about 0.4. 
Especially, the integral quantities show a satisfactory agreement with the 
experiments with the 2.15 MPa source. In the experiments with the high pressure 
source the kinetic energy is overestimated considerably, whereas the amplitude of 
the impact pressure is strongly underestimated and smeared out over a wide time 
region. Generally, the SIMMER-II solution algorithm causes difficulties in 
representing local quantities like pressure values. 
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VIEW POINT PARAMETERS ******************************** 
1 .OOOOOE-06 1.00000E-09 
0.50 10.0 
0.0 0.0 
1 . 0 
0.0 
0.25 
1 . 0 
0.0 
1 . 0 
1 .E-10 
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~tr~b·~~·~~·~~·~*~htr;'dd~~·~~·( S TR U CTURE AND S 0 LID FA I LURE PARAMETERS ··~~'(~r~·(~·~··(~·~~·~~·n'o'~~~~bh'~ 





















AND EQUATION OF STATE •':~·:~·:~·:~·:~·:~·:~bh'd:~'(~'n': 
2.76000E+05 2.0 
1 . 44000E+11 







0.0 2.62000E+06 8400.0 
4.4 O.OOOOOE+08 270.0 
0.597 
6468. 
;':;':;':;':;'\;'~;':;':-.,':;'(;':;':;tr··,':;':;':;': STEEL PRO PERTI ES 
7365.0 639.0 1700.0 
AND EQUATI ON OF STATE ~·:~':~':;':~·~~·:~·:~·:~·:~·n·:~·:~b·~ 
2.60000E+05 25.0 
6100.0 750.0 1.6 20.0 5.36000E-03 
1 .33800E+11 4.33700E+04 0.0 8.17000E+06 10000.0 
492.0 1.26 1.64 O.OOOOOE+09 56.0 
0.0 0.0 
WATER PROPERTIES AND EQUATION OF STATE 
1000. 2090.00 273.16 
1001.78 4217.1 0.0727 
3.17771E+10 4.70579E+03 0.0 














~·~~·~~'(~h'd~~·~~·d~~'(~'d~~·~,·~•·:~'n": CONTROL MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND EQUATION OF STATE ~bb':~·: 
2520.0 1893.0 2623.0 2.50000E+05 83.74 
2520.0 1890.0 1.0 80.0 1 .OOOOOE-03 
4.28600E+14 8.36800E+04 0.0 5.00000E+06 7107.0 0.350 
500.0 1.50 1.46 O.OOOOOE+09 55.3 5472. 
0.0 0.0 
~'(*~': FISSION (NITROGENE N2!) GAS PROPERTIES AND EQUATION OF STATE ~·:~bb': 
0.0 
0.0 
1 .OOOOOE+11 4.00000E+04 0.0 5.00000E+06 126.2 0.3 
727.0 1.404 3.798 0.00 28.013 71.4 
0.0 0.0 
..,.,..,,,..,,,..;,..,•:;'r;'r;':..,•:;•:..,':;':"'k'i':-,':;': C 0 MP 0 NE NT PR 0 PE RT I ES ·k;':;': ..,., .. k..,':;': ;':'i':..,•: .. k;': .. k .. /: ..,.,..,., ;': ..,., .. k .. k;': '"1\;':;':;':-,':'i': ;': "'/:..,•: 
9890.0 9890.0 9890.0 9890.0 7365.0 7365.0 
2520.0 0.0 
8580.0 8580.0 6100.0 1000.00 2520.0 9890.0 
9890.0 7365.0 0.0 
2.00000E+03 2.00000E+03 2.00000E+03 1 .50000E+03 2.00000E+03 2.00000E+03 
2.00000E+03 2.00000E+03 2.00000E+03 
;':<t':"'l:;':;':··k;': .. k;':t':;'r;':;'r;':··k.,'o': HEAT TRANSFER CORRE LATI ON DAT A .. t',..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,';,,..,,,;':;':t':;':;':'i':;':;':;':··}:;':;':;': 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.023 0.8 0.4 0.0 
0.025 0.8 0.8 5.0 
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1.0E-10 0.8 0.4 0.0 
0.023 0.8 0.4 0.0 
1 .OE-10 0.8 0.4 0.0 
1 .OE-10 0.8 0.4 0.0 
t':>;'ri':;':t':t~;':t'r'i':..,':··k·'kt':i'ri'r··k .. k··k DRAG CORRE LA TI ON DAT A ;'rt':;'r·k;'rt':;'n':;':-,':··k;':;':t':i'rt':i':·l:;':*;':;':;'rt':t'r'i':'i'ri':i: 
1.0 22.0 2.0E-4 
3.0 1.0 o.s 
0.046 -0.2 0.001 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
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4 
1. ES 0. 0.0 
1 . OE -4 0. 0.0 
1. OE+40 0. 0.0 
0.0 0. 0.0 
(WATER REGION) 'i1( ;': 'i1( 'i1(.., 'r 'i1( 'i1( 'i1( 'i1( ";1( i'r i'r 
1. ES 0. 0.0 
1 . OE -4 0. 0.0 
1. OE+40 0. 0.0 
0.0 0. 0.0 
1 . OE-S 
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REGION 6 (PERFORATED DIPPLATE-20% OPEN) 
0.0 1 .ES 0. 
0.0 1.0 0. 
1 .OE+40 1 .OE+40 1 .79E+4 






















;'c;':;':'i':'i':'i': MESH CELL SET 1 : WATER REGION ******************** 
51 1 19 3 1 0 0 4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1019.387 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.739926 0.0 0.0 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
~): ~):>;':"i':"i':;': MESH CELL SET 2 : PRESSURE SOUR CE I ************************* 
5 1 13 3 1 0 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0993 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.86761E-4 0.0 24.8674 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
;':;'c-·k;'(>;':;': MESH CELL SET 3 : RIGID STRUCTURE I *********************** 
5 14 19 1 0 0 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6407 .·55 810.15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 739926 0.0 0.0 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
-k;': .. k;':;':"'k MESH CELL SET 4 : PRESSURE SOURCE II ;':;'(;':""k"'k"'/("l\";
1(';1(';'(;':;':;'\;':;':;'(;':;~;':;':;':;':;~';1("'/( 
6 10 1 5 3 1 0 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0993 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.86761E-4 0.0 24.8674 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
;': .. ,'(;':;':;':;': MESH CELL SET 5 : RIGID STRUCTURE II ;': t': ";'( 'i': ;': ..,., ..,., "'/( ;': ;'( ;':;': ;~;': ;': ;': ;': ';'( ;': .., '( ..,., ..,., ··/( 
6 13 6 19 1 1 0 0 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6407.55 810.15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.739926 0.0 0.0 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
•k;':;':"k'i1('i\'" MESH CELL SET 6 : SLIDING DOORS ***************** 
11 11 5 1 0 0 5 
-38-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0993 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.86761E-4 0.0 1.160795 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
;':;':~,'(;':t':··k MESH CELL SET 7: REFLECTOR REGION ************************ 
14 15 6 8 1 1 0 0 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6407.55 810.15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.739926 0.0 0.0 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
"'iri':'i':t':'i";'\ MESH CELL SET 8 : SHIELDING TANK ********************** 
14 27 14 16 1 1 0 0 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6407.55 810.15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.739926 0.0 0.0 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
'i':'i':;'(;':;':';': MESH CELL SET 9 : COVER GAS VOLUME ***************** 
39 51 1 19 1 1 0 0 3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0993 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.86761E-4 0.0 1.160795 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
';
1\i'\t':;':""k·k HESH CELL SET 10: DIPPLATE SUPPORT ********************** 
32 48 12 14 1 0 0 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6407.55 810.15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.739926 0.0 0.0 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
'i'\i'("'/('i'(;~ ;': MESH CELL SET 11 : GAP ABOVE SUPPORT ***************** 
49 51 12 14 1 1 0 0 3 
0. 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
-39-
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0993 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.86761E-4 0.0 1.160795 
293.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000005 0.00005 
;'~"'kr;':··lr MESH GELL SET 12 - DIPPLATE 
32 33 11 3 0 6 




0.0 0.0 0.0 7.86761E-4 0.0 1.160795 
293. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0001 0.001 
-40-
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